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1. Introduction.

Let M be a Kaehler manifold of complex dimension n2>2, with a Kaehler

form 0, where 0 is locally expressed by 0 ―s/^＼ 11gapdza Adz^ and a Kaehler

metric g=11gapdza<g)dzP. A connection A on a principal fibre bundle F over

M with the structure group G is said to be Yang-Mills when it gives a critical

point of the Yang-Mills functional. It satisfiesthe Yang-Mills equation dA*FA=0

for the curvature FA. Thus with the Bianchi identity dAFA―Q Yang-Mills

connection is a connection whose curvature is harmonic with respect to the

covariant derivative dA.

When M has complex dimension 2, i.e., Kaehler surface, the Hodge *

operator determines a decomposition

A*T*M=A%RAl

of the space of 2-forms, where A± denotes the eigenspace subbundle of * of

eigenvalue ±1. Thus *2=id implies that the adjoint bundle QP=PxAdQ valued

2-form FA = dA+(l/2)[AAA~] splits into F+ = (l/2)(FA+*FA) and F~ =

(1/2)(FA―*FA), which are called the self-dualpart and the anti-self-dualpart of

FA respectively, where g denotes the Lie algebra of G. Thus a connection A

on a principal fibre bundle P over a Kaehler surface M being Yang-Mills is

equivalent to dAF+=0 or dAF~=0.

But for a higher dimensional Kaehler manifold these formulae give us no

meaning. Thus instead of using Hodge * operator let us introduce another

operator #, which is defined in section 2 such as #=*"1°Lcn"2V(≪―2)!, where L

means the multiplication by 0. Then a connection A on a principal fibrebundle

P over higher dimensional Kaehler manifold M being Yang-Mills is equivalent

to dA#FA=0 (cf. Proposition 3.1 (ii)).

Also let us define an operator # such that # is equal to # on F2i0+F0>2+
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F＼'＼and # = #/(≪―1) on F*(&0, where Fp-q is the (p, ^-component and Fl-1

means the primitive (1, 1) form and F° is 0-form. Then we can consider the

self-dualityand anti-self-dualityof FA in the sense of #F+=F+ and #F~ =―F~,

where the self-dual part is F+=F2-°+F0-2+F°<g)(!> and the anti-self-dual part i7'

is a form of type (1, 1) orthogonal to Kaehler form 0, that is, Fl-1.

Then our anti-self-dualconnection minimizes the Yang-Mills functional, and

then is a Yang-Mills connection (cf. Theorem 4.2).

Now we can state main theorems which give the curvature form conditions

for a Yang-Mills connection to be anti-self-dual,and which generalize some

results of M. Itoh for Kaehler surfaces [31.

Theorem A. Let M be a complex n-dimensional compact Kaehler manifold

with the sum of any two distincteigenvalues of the Ricci tensor is positive. Let

A be an irreducible Yang-Mills connection. If [F2>0AF°'2]=0, then A is anti-

self-dual.

Remark. M. Itoh [3] obtained the above result for a compact Kaehler

surface with positive scalar curvature.

With another commutative curvature condition we also have the following.

Theorem B.

as in Theorem A

Let M be a compact Kaehler manifold with the same condition

If IF2- °A F1-1]=0 and [F°AF2'°]=0, then A is anti-self-dual.

The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor Mitsuhiro

Itoh for his valuable suggestion and encouragement to develop this paper and

to the referee for his kind comments.

2. Self-duality and anti-self-duality.

Let M be an n-dimensional compact complex manifold with a Kaehler

metric g. Let 0 be its Kaehler form. When M is a compact Kaehler surface,

the Hodge * operator is involutive. Thus naturally we can consider self-dual

2 form (or anti-self-dual2 form). But in a higher dimensional manifold it gives

us no meaning. However H. J. Kim [4] defined the involutive operator # as

follows.

We denote by A'=J]AP the exterior algebra of all smooth real valued

forms on M. Now let us define the Lipschitz operator L by L(j)=(f>AR, ^A'

and the operator A : A'-*A' which is the adjoint of L. Then it is well known
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that *, L, and A satisfy the following relations

(2.1) A = L*=*~1°L°*, (AL-LA)＼Ak = n-k, A(#)=n.

(2.2) *2|^=(_l)*c≫-*>.

(2.3) *(0k/k＼)=Qn-k/(n-k)l, k=O,l,-＼n.

We denote also by Ap-q the space of C°°-{p,q) forms on M and by A%-q the

space of primitive (p, q) forms, that is,

Ap0-'i^{a^Ap''i＼Aa=0}.

Thpn

Lemma 2.1(R.O. Well [7]). Let k=p+q.

(i) if k^n, then A%-q=0.

(ii) // k^n, theni^={aEi"^| Ln-k+la=Q}

= {az=Ap-q＼Cp
Q*L<n-^a/(n-k)!=a}

where Cp<q=(-l)p≪(V-l)p8-fl8

The space A2 of 2-forms is decomposed as

At=Aa-0+A0-2+A10-1-^A^1

where AR-1 denotes the space of (1, 1) type propotional to 0. And let us now

consider the operator # which is defined by H. J. Kim:

#" A2

Z/n-27(n-2)! *-1 = *

Then we have the following from the definitionof # and Lemma 2.1

Lemma 2.2. (i)

(ii)

(iii)

Al'1={a(^A2＼#a=-a};

A2-°+A°-i={aeEAi＼#a=a}

Alsl=＼a(^A2 #a=(n-l)a)

Now we define an operator

f # on A^+A^+Afr1,

1 #/(n-l) on^-1.

Then we get #z=id which implies that A2 is decomposed into the self-dual

part A^A^+A^+Afy1 and the anti-self-dualpart A＼-＼ Hence the curvature

form FA also can be splittedinto the self-dual part F+=F2-°+F°-2+F°00 and

the anti-self-dualpart F-=F10-＼ i.e., #F+=F+, and #F~ = -F~.
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3. Anti-self-dualityof Yang-Mills connection.

Let P be a principalfibrebundle over a compact Kaehler manifold M with

a compact semi-simple Lie group G. Let A be a connection on P. Then we

get:

Proposition 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent.

( i ) A is Yang-Mills i.e., dA*FA―0,

(ii) dA#FA=0,

(iii) 2BAF2-°+ndA(F°(3R)=0,

(iv) diF2-0= -nidAFQ/2(n-l).

Proof.

(i)<=Kii)It is well known that a connection .4 being Yang-Mills if and onlj

if the curvature satisfies Yang-Mills equation dA*FA=0. With dA0n~2―O the

Yang-Mills equation dA*FA=0 implies

*dA#FA=dA(FAARn-2)/(n-2)＼=0,

that is, dA#FA=0, where 8A means the formal adjoint of dA such that 8A=

―*dA*.

Conversely *dA#FA=0 gives (8AFA)A0n~2=O because 8A0n-*=O. Since the

nondegeneracy of 0n~2 is invariant by taking an orthonormal dual basis, we

can assert that (8AFA) A0n~2=O implies 8AFA=0, that is, dA*FA=0. From this

fact a connection A being Yang-Mills is equivalent to dA#FA―Q.

(ii)^(iii) From Lemma 2.2 it follows that

#FA=F2-o+Fo'2-F1o-1+(n-lXF°00).

Then by the assumption (ii)we have that

0=dA#FA=(dA+dA)(F2-<) + F0-2--Fl-1+(n-lXF0(g)R)),

from which it follows that

(3.1) ^F°'2-^FJ'1+(n-l)3x(JF°00)-O,

(3.2) BAF2'0-dAFy+(n-l)dA(F°RR)=Q.

On the other hand, the Bianchi identity gives that

(3.3) dAF°-2+dA(Fo^0)+5AFl-1=O, (resp. dAF2-°+dA(F0RR)+dAFl'l=0).

Summing up (3.1) and (3.3), we obtain 2dAF°-2+ndA(F°(^0)=O.

Conversely, it sufficesto show that (3.1) holds since (3.1) and its conjugate
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part (3.2) is equivalent to dA#FA~0. Thus the left side of (3.1) becomes

-(3AF0-2+3xi?S>1+9^0<S)^)) because of the assumption (iii). Thus it vanishes

from the Bianchi identity (3.3).

(iii)^(iv) The invariance of F2'0 by # gives that

(3.4)

(3.5)

1

(n-2)!
(dfF2-°)A0n-2= *^F2'0

Since #(F°R^)=(n-l)(F°00), we have that

*dA(F°R0)r=

1

(n-l)I
*dA*(F°R0n-1)=-

1

(n-1)!
(32F°(g>0)A0n-2

where we have used the definition of # and 9$= ―*94*.

Now we suppose the assumption (iii). Then (iii)implies ―*BaF2i°=

(n/2)*dA(F°(g)0),from which, and using the invariance of the nondegeneracy

of 0n'2 to (3.4) and (3.5),it follows that

9*F2,0
n

2(71-1)
5J(F°R0)=-

n

2(n-l)
idAF°

Conversely, the condition (iv) gives ―*dAF2-°=(n/2)*dA(F'>R<I))by virtue of

(3.4) and (3.5). Thus the condition (iii)holds immediately.

Note. M. Itoh obtained the above results for the case n=2 in the tater [31.

Definition. A connection A is said to be irreducible when it admits no

nontrivial covariantly constant Lie algebra valued 0-form.

By using the above proposition we get the following

Corollary 3.2. Let A be an irreducible Yang-Mills connection and its cur

vature is (1.1) type, then it is anti-self-dual.

Proof. Anti-self-dual Yang-Mills connection is characterized by the self-

dual part F+--=F2-°+F°-2+F°R<P vanishes. Since F is of type (1, 1), F2'0 and

F0'2 vanishes. By Proposition 3.1 (iii)dA(F°R@)=0 (or dA(F°RR)=0), which

implies F°00~O by the irreducibility of A. Thus the self-dual part F+

vanishes.

n

Using Proposition3.1,we also obtain the following Lemma

Lemma 3.3. Let A be a Yang-Mills connection. Then ＼3AF2-0 =

2(w-l)
*TF°AF2'0], where UA means dAd$+d$dA
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Proof. By Proposition 3.1 (iv) we have n.4F2.°=
n

2(n-l)
idAdAF°. From

thisand the formula rfx^^r^AF0] we obtain the above fact.

Applying Ricci formula for the g£-valued(2, 0) form W, then we obtain ([12])

(3.6) (nA＼),v=-J]g^^T＼/JV-^gs^Ffl3> Fr,]+Sirr[iw, Fr/J

+^(R/is＼sv-R/＼£fl).

With this formula and Lemma 3.3 we will show here Theorem A in the

introduction.

Proof of Theorem A. For the component F2-0 of type (2, 0) the above

formula (3.6) becomes

(3.7) (D^F2'V=(V3VAF2' V-S^W*. Fw]+S58Wj, ^]+(^+,yi>,

where XM means the eigenvalues of the Ricci operator R.

Computing the inner product of ＼JaFz'°and Fz-°,then under the assumption

[F2>oAiro>2]=0 we obtain the following integral formula

J M

°2)dv=0

Here we used Lemma 3.3 and the fact that ≪≫[F°AF2-0],F2-0))rfy=</[F°AF2'0]

A*JF°'2>=<F°,zIF2-0AF°-2]>=0. Thus F2'0 vanishes because of SjU<,(^+^)>0.

So is F0-2. Hence Proposition 3.1 (iii)and the irreducibilityof Yang-Mills con-

nection implies F°(g)0―O. This means F=FJ>1. That is, A is anti-self-dual.

Since F1-1= F°R<P+FJ-1, where F°

formula (3.7) give that

= (l/n)<Fk1,$>, Lemma 3.3 and the

£＼y＼A.
(7S7xF2>V-2(^iy^F0' Fvl+Up+MFpv+XMFoU, Fop]

-[(Fo)^, FffI/])=0.

Applying thisformula,by the similarway asin Theorem A we have Theorem B.

Definition. A connection on a complex rc-dimensional Kaehler manifold

is said to be with harmonic curvature if F2-0 is harmonic, i.e., 9JF2>0=0.

Then a Yang-Mills connection with

(iv) satisfiesthat F°=0 and F1-1=Fl-1.

also assert that

harmonic curvature by Proposition 3.1

From thisfact and Theorem B we can
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Corollary 3.4. Let M be a compact Kaehler manifold with the same as-

sumption as in Theorem A. Let A be an irreducibleYang-Mills connectionwith

harmonic curvature. If rFJ'1Ai72'0l=0,then A is anti-self-dual.

4. Another characterizationof anti-self-dualconnection.

Let P be a principalfibrebundle over compact Kaehler manifold M with

structuregroup G = SU(r). And let A be a connectionin P. Then it is well

known that Yang-Mills functionalty$R,{A)is given by

WKA)=＼＼ (-7≫(FA*F) = -i-(＼F＼^.
2 Jm I Jm n!

where Rn/n＼is the volume form of compact Kaehler manifold M.

Now we assertthe following formula.

Lemma 4.1.

-TrFA*F--=TrFAFA

where vol^―0n/n＼.

0n-2

(^=2)1
+2＼F2-°+F°-2＼2vol0+n＼FoRR＼2vol0

Proof. Since the curvatureis decomposed as F=F2-0+F°-2+F°R@+Fl-＼

/
0n~2 ＼

Lemma 1.5 yields #F= *[FA-, twi) =
＼ (n―2)1/

get

*(F2'0+JF0-2)=(F2-0+JF°-2)A

*FJ-1=-FJ-1A
0n-2

(n-2)!

Thus it follows that

*F=(Fz-°+F°-*)A

0n

0n-2

-2

2)1

F2-o+JPo-2+(n-l)F°0<P-FJ-1. Then we

(n-l)*(F°00)=(F°(g>0)A

+F°(g)

Then by a direct calculation we have

(4.1)

(4.2)

@n-l

(≪-l)!

FA*F=(F2-0+F°-2)A(F2-0+F0-2)A

-Fl-'AFl-W

TrFAFA
@n-2

(n-2)!

0n -2

2^!

-Fy/＼

0n-2

(h-2)!

1

071-2

(n-2)!

(n-1)!

Tr(F2-0+JF0-2)A(F2-0+F°'2)A

+ TrF°RF°

0n

@n-2

(^=2)1

(n-2)!

F°RF°&n

@n-2

(n-2)!

@n-2
+ TrF10-1AFl-1A

(n-2)!
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Thus, combining (4.1)and (4.2),we obtain Lemma 4.1

From the above Lemma 4.1 we obtain

Thorem 4.2. Let M be a compact Kaehler manifold. Let A be a connection

in the principal fibre bundle P over M with structure group G=SU(r). Then

≫G4)^^C(P)A
@n-2

(n-2)!'
where C(P)=Tr FAF=8t:zc2(E), E=PxSUc^Cr

The equality holds if and only if A is anti-self-dual.

Remark. H. J. Kim showed that the Yang-Mills functional is bounded be-

low by a topological constant and this minimum is achieved if and only if the

curvature is Einstein ([4]).
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